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1.Part :Product features

Operates with 4D alkaline batteries

Designed to float.

LIFEBOUY LIGHT
Complies with IMO regulations.

MANUAL
Operational instructions available on product

INDEX
1.Part :Product’s features

Complies with IP67 water resistance regulations.
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Quality Management System.

2.Part : Drawing

.

3.Part :Operating instructions

4.Part : Battery replacement

5.Part :Maintenance

1. Read the instructions on light

Unscrew and remove dome.

remove inner battery case

2. Make sure lanyard attaching the buoy light to the floatation device is tight
(3 mm pp rope is recommended).
3. Check the batteries every three months.
4. If there is a problem do not try to repair , consult SDM technical
service.

To operate should be held in an
upright position.

5. When changing batteries make sure to tighten the glass

Store in a downwards position.
in its bracket when not used

cap. Tighten firmly.
6. Use 4 D batteries (1,5V). Do not insert less. Use brand new batteries. And
insert in proper direction.

will float upright position in water
and remain lighting

7. Dispose used batteries appropriately (recycle them).
8. Contact us if you have any questions or comments.

.
Generally there is a Buoy Light bracket
on the floatation device.

Insert 4 pcs Size D batteries one on top of other.
Note: If the batteries are not inserted correctly, will not light.

Mount the bracket to an appropriate
place.

Keep dry battery case

Note: Purchase an appropriate bracket
for the SDM floatation device.

6.Part :Customer service

Place the buoy light into bracket on the
floatation device upside down.
Secure the buoy light lanyard
appropriately on the flotation device.
Make sure the light is off.
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Place transparent dome
Place the battery case

Turn right and tighten firmly.
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Now is ready to work.
e-mail: sdm@sdmmarine.com

.

Note: The dome must be firmed
tightly

Phone: +90 216 447 0449

Fax: +90 216 447 0780

